NOTICES
All notices presented to THE TECH for publication should be typewritten, double-spaced, and signed by the person authoring their publication.

All varsity and freshman football players are requested to call Coach B. F. Boys, anytime after 6 o'clock.

CANDIDATES for the position of Freshman Football Manager should see the Superintendents of Class Football in the Athletic Association office today or tomorrow between 2 and 5 o'clock.

UNDERGRADUATE NOTICES
Music Club

There will be a meeting of Junior and Senior music majors in the Music Club at 9:30 F. P. Westcott, Room 24, in the office, Boston, 502 Walker.

ATTENTION, FRESHMEN
The meeting is a must of ALL FRESHMEN today at 7.30. Our classes of freshmen will be taken.

All opportunities are asked to be present to help welcome the new students.

A Williams Professor recently described the modern youth as "the whole brainy generation," more interesting, more promising lot than their predecessors at the beginning of the century. "They are certainly less sentiment- istic, certainly less niggardly, certainly less confusing than men of their age used to be. Undoubtedly they have wider and more liberal educational experiences than their predecessors at the beginning of the century. Interesting, more promising lot than their predecessors at the beginning of the century. Interesting, more promising lot than their predecessors at the beginning of the century. Interesting, more promising lot than their predecessors at the beginning of the century.

Dares Fate for Favorite Pipe Tobacco

Duty, Pa., November 11, 1923

Lars & Co. Redhead Gentlemen.

I am writing for thorough going tobacco users who enjoy a good smoke of fine and high grade tobaccos. There are many who enjoy a pipe smoke of Virginia or of the Virginia and Burley mixture. One who was exceedingly dangerous with its light pigments, etc. I spent three hours in this effort, growing pipes with "dead" sitting and "dead" sitting with this fine Virginia.

To cut my story short, it was really a total loss of any tangible consequence. It was a wonderful failure, and I must say at the end of my story, my friends that I would not go back in there for love nor money. I meant it--until I reached the room.

It was gone, every penny. I in Pittsburgh. I in Pittsburgh.

It is queer what a man will do when it is only $1.

After the meeting one of the!...